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ABSTRACT
This is a qualitative study of three children’s play activity and the concept of
children’s play styles using the Children’s Developmental Play Instrument
(CDPI). A brief summary description of the CDPI and the concept of play
styles introduces the reader to the play scale. Two of the children’s play
activity was previously rated as part of a larger quantitative study (N = 160)
as manifesting attributes of the inhibited/conflicted play style. A third child
was selected as a comparison example whose play activity was observed as
predominantly manifesting the adaptive play style. Each child’s play activity
is described in detail and analyzed using categories of the CDPI. Peer play
and solitary play activity are discussed to illustrate individual differences in
coping with the challenges confronting children at this age as they enter
preschool. The authors use this issue to clarify the contributions of qualita-
tive analysis to the understanding of play styles.

Introduction to the children’s developmental play instrument (CDPI)

Anna Freud (1963, 1965) described a continuous line connecting normative and clinical play
patterns. To understand children in depth, she emphasized it is necessary to grasp both the usual
and the unusual in child development. This connection between normality and pathology acknowl-
edges the contribution of psychoanalysis, a clinically based science, to the understanding of the more
usual mainstream course of development. Anna Freud and her colleagues were cognizant of the need
for clinicians to view a child’s play activity from a flexible, inclusive informative base. Their work in
nurseries during wartime and in preschool programs emphasized the need for a broad perspective
that included a requirement for the therapist not to view children’s play activity observed within
a clinical setting exclusively from the viewpoint of pathology.

Present day child analysts continue the tradition of valuing children’s play activity and expand
upon the observations of their predecessors (for detailed case studies, see especially current volumes
of this journal as well as The Psychoanalytic Study of the Child). However, while this clinic-based
material is intriguing and has had a major impact on other evolving conceptualizations of child
development (e.g., attachment theory, the construct mentalization), the ideas derived from psycho-
analytic theory concerning play activity have yet to find an integrated empirical base (Kennedy &
Midgley, 2007).

Empirical studies of instruments measuring play activity from other perspectives have flourished.
A summary of these approaches can be found in the volume edited by Gitlin-Weiner, Sandgrund,
and Schaefer (2000). Several efforts have been made by psychoanalytic researchers to measure single
processes observed in play activity (e.g., see Marans et al., 1991). Outstanding among these single
variable efforts is the large body of work by Sandra Russ and her students (1993), culminating in the
writing of The Affect in Play Scale (APS; 2004). What is distinctly different about this scale is that it
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was derived from both psychoanalytic and developmental theory. It underwent extensive tests of
reliability and validity, and its findings are applicable to both children in play therapy and children
within the mainstream. However, as noted, the APS is limited because it is confined to analyzing
only one component of play activity. Greenspan and Lieberman (1994) proposed a theoretical
rationale and method of assessing representational processes in children ages 2–4 that included
Piagetian cognitive processes and observations based on developmental and psychoanalytic theory.
However, these assessments did not specifically focus on play activity.

A conceptual framework for the observation of children’s play activity

The Children’s Developmental Play Instrument (CDPI) uses measures of multiple variables orga-
nized on three levels of analysis: segmentation of the session, component analysis, and functional
analysis (see Table 1). The CDPI enables the observer to identify when during the session play
activity is occurring. It also enables the observer to record separate components of play activity,
including affective, cognitive, narrative, social level, developmental level, and the interaction among
players. The observations are then grouped according to the function the play activity serves for the
child.

The CDPI (2005 unpublished, revised 2010) is an adaptation of The Children’s Play Therapy
Instrument (CPTI) co-authored by Kernberg, Chazan, and Normandin (1997; 1998; unpublished),
revised in 2004 and 2007. The CPTI was written to record and analyze the play activity of children
being observed in the course of psychotherapy. (For more information concerning the CPTI see
Chazan, 2002). The CDPI, although following the same tripartite model (segmentation, component
analysis, and functional analysis) as the CPTI, is specifically designed to observe the play activity of
mainstream children. It resulted in modifications to enable the utilization of the contributions of
psychoanalytic theory while eliminating the influence of possibly viewing play activity through the
lens of pathology.

Since the CDPI is intended primarily for use with observing mainstream children, it assumes the
child may be playing alone or as part of a playground or classroom activity. The length of time for
observation is set at 10 minutes. If more time is needed, 10-minute periods of observation are added.
The time samples, recorded minute by minute, are assigned the categories of preplay, play activity,

Table 1. Selected rating scales from the children’s developmental play instrument (CDPI).

STEP ONE: Segmentation of the Child’s Activity

Preplay Activity: Play Activity: Nonplay Activity: Interruption
STEP TWO: Descriptive Analysis and Structural Components of the Play Activity

Classification of the Play Activity
Script Description of the Play Activity

Sphere of the Play Activity
Affective Components of the Play Activity

Overall Tone: Regulation: Appropriateness: Feelings Expressed

Cognitive Components of the Play Activity
Role Representations: Use of Objects: Style of Representations:

Stability of Representations
Narrative Components of the Play Activity

Theme and Topic: Language Used
Developmental Components of the Play Activity

Estimated Developmental Level: Social Level

STEP THREE: Functional Analysis of the Play Activity
Level of Play Engagement: Level of Symbolic Play:

Play Style (Adaptive, Conflicted/Inhibited, Aggressive/Impulsive, Disorganized)
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nonplay, or unscorable. Proceeding forward only the minutes containing play activity are analyzed
(see Table 2 for a list of differences between the CDPI and the CTPI).

A major innovation introduced in the CDPI is the concept of play styles. Unlike the concept of
cognitive styles, the concept of play styles does not explain pervasive longstanding differences among
children (Witkin & Goodenough, 1981). Rather, play styles articulate the overall function of the play
activity for a given child within a specific timeframe. They tell us something about the predisposition and
interests of the child, his/her social relationships, feelings, and activities as viewed during those moments.
In other words, play styles as defined by the CDPI are state, not trait, variables. Play styles refer to
characteristics of play activity that appear from minute to minute in the flow of play activity of main-
stream children. Play styles describe the coping-defensive strategies observed in a child’s play activity.
The play activity may serve the function of adaption, expression of inhibition or conflict, expression of
impulsivity and/or aggression, or expression of disorganization. Each function is termed a play style.
A child may exhibit a combination of play styles within any one minute of a 10-minute observation.

All CDPI subscales use a 5-point Likert scale (5 = Observed All of the Time; 4 = Observed Most
of the Time; 3 = Observed Some of the Time; 2 = Observed at Times: 1 = None Observed). Although
the CDPI can be used to rate levels of development in a specific area (e.g., affect, cognition, social
relationship, play style), the multiple 5-point subscales are constructed to accommodate variations
both within and between scale and subscale ratings. This inherent flexibility enables the scales to
accurately represent decalage, or differences between variables both between and within specific
areas of play activity observed. Thus, the multiple scales provide multidimensional tools capable of
capturing both linear and nonlinear processes and structures inherent to the study of play. Acting as
summary variables, play styles articulate the overall function of the play activity for a given child
within a specific timeframe. As noted above, play styles are limited to capturing a single observation;
they do not necessarily imply generalization over time.

Characteristic attributes of the four play styles

The Adaptive Play Style is synonymous with playfulness. It is the uninterrupted, forward-moving,
joyful effort toward mastery referred to by Robert White (1959) as competence motivation and by
J. McV Hunt (1965) as intrinsic motivation. The authors describe how children engage in explora-
tory and playful activities for their own sake, not solely as steps toward other extrinsic goals. While
playing, the child explores adaptive possibilities that will lead to change, resulting in increased
feelings of confidence and competence. The concept of coping includes these constructive efforts to
deal with challenges encountered by the child while playing (Murphy, 1962).

More recently, Karlen Lyons-Ruth (2006) has studied the collaborative efforts of shared orienta-
tions to the world that permit very young infants by the end of their first year to develop an
awareness of the subjectivity of others (a “weness”). The young child is then capable of entering into
collaborative relationships with others, pursuing shared strategies for the elaboration of shared
meaning (Slade, 1986). Lyons-Ruth reminds us it was Winnicott (1971) who led us to understand

Table 2. Differences between the CDPI and the CPTI.

CDPI CPTI

1. Designed for mainstream children. 1. Designed for children with clinical diagnosis.
2. Segmentation uses a minute by minute time
sampling procedure.

2. Time is chunked into separate segments according to type of
child activity observed: Preplay, Play Activity, Nonplay, or
Interruption

3. Length of observation set at 10 minutes. 3. Length of observation is Minimally 20 minutes and may be
extended to a complete 50 minute therapeutic session.

4. Functional Analysis includes Level of Play
Engagement, Level of Symbolic Play, and Play
Style

4. Functional Analysis includes Profile of Coping-Defensive
Strategies, Awareness of the Child He is Playing
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the improvisational and precarious nature of shared meanings that often accompany a child’s
adaptive play activity.

We anticipated that for all mainstream children in our sample, some degree of adaptation would
be observed. However, despite the ubiquitous association of adaptation with play activity, some of
the children would manifest additional play styles as well. Murphy and Moriarty (1976) suggest
adaptive strategies frequently exist alongside defense mechanisms as part of an overall coping effort.
Note that projection, displacement, and sublimation are three commonly observed strategies serving
adaptive functions for play activity.

The child uses substitute and often small objects to express his or her feelings. Erikson (1977),
Fraiberg (1959), Hug-Hellmuth (1921), Klein (1955), Sandler and Rosenblatt (1962), and Fonagy and
Target (1996) are a sampling of classic psychoanalytic authors describing these dynamic and deeply
meaningful attributes of play activity. See Table 3 for additional examples of strategies and char-
acteristics of the Adaptive Play Style.

Viewed from the perspective of adaptation, children’s play patterns can be understood as trial
efforts to resolve conflict, overcome obstacles, understand the unknown, and create new possibilities.
These efforts represent their attempts to cope with major challenges to regulate and modulate their
state of well-being, a state of balance that varies for each child. Play activity takes place within the
domain of play. This sphere of safety can consist of varying degrees of shared reality and personal
meanings. Therefore, in most instances, caution needs to be taken in translating observations made
about the play activity of children into an immediate understanding of their everyday experience.
The possibilities afforded by this freedom from correspondence between play activity and events of
the everyday world is important to keep in mind when contemplating the relative comparable
flexibility of various play styles.

Table 3. Examples of play styles-selected strategies and observed activities.

Style Strategy Observed Activity

Adaptive Anticipation In the play, child anticipates what might happen next
Adaptation Child makes use of materials in room
Problem-Solving Child solves a dilemma while playing.
Supression While playing, child intentionally avoids discomfort.
Affiliation Child shares play activity with others.
Humor While playing, child uses humor to express himself.

Conflicted/Inhibited Intellectualization While playing, child narrates trauma in matter-of-fact tone.
Doing and Undoing While at play, child repeatedly builds and knocks down tower of blocks.
Negation and Reaction
Formation

While at play, child begins one activity and leaves it abruptly.
Child enjoys activity or play object and then dislikes it.

Regression and Turning
Regression Against self

While at play, the child becomes “baby” and hits himself for crying.

Avoidance While at play child avoids playmates, or activity.
Aggressive/Impulsive Denial While playing, child runs around the room, unaware he is being excluded

by the group.
Omnipotent Control/
Splitting

In the play, child acts as if he has special powers and can tell the others
what to do.

Projective Identification In the play the “bad” guys are dangerous.
Primitive Idealization In the play the “good” guys have unusual strenghts.
Primitive Devaluation In the play the children feel weak and vulnerable without protection from

the “good” guys.
Identification with the
Agressor

In the play one of the children feels he can be as strong and as scary as
the bad guys and begins to fight the other children.

Disorganized Dedifferentiation/Dispersal/
Dismantling

While playing, child throws all the pieces of a toy in the air, scattering
them around the room, making no attempt to collect them.

Constriction/Autistic
Encapsulation

While playing, child withdraws from others and engages in rigid,
repetitious activity.

Freezing/Deanimation In the play, suddenly lively characters cannot move, they
turn into stone.

Reversal of Affect/Fusion In the play, a beautiful rainbow gets bigger and bigger. It begins to
absorb all the children; they start screaming.
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The Conflicted/Inhibited Play Style reflects issues a child cannot resolve. These are issues of great
concern to children, issues that alternatively fascinate, trouble, and intrigue them and that con-
tinually preoccupy them while playing. They seem focused on opposing tendencies, and the result is
a disruption in the smooth flow of play activity. Inhibited children do not express their conflict in an
overt manner that would involve them in dispute with others. Rather, they tend to turn inward and
direct their anxieties against themselves, make-believe characters, or abstract issues. The disjuncture
may occur within the narrative of the play, within interactions with others, within or between
dimensions of the structure of the play activity (affective, cognitive, narrative, or developmental), or
within the capacity of the child to sustain play activity over time (segmentation). See Table 3 for
examples of strategies and characteristics of the Conflicted/Inhibited Play Style.

The Agggressive/Impulsive Play Style is characterized by an absence of regularity in the flow,
modulation, and gradual change usually characteristic of play activity. Change, when it occurs,
happens suddenly. The play activity may be marked by outbursts and abrupt interruptions. This style
of play is directly linked with expression of feelings through movement and activity. Physicality is
predominant over reflectivity. The child’s vulnerability and sensitivity are often masked by this
tendency toward action. Because children are processing directly through motor channels, they often
miss nuances of meaning and are absorbed exclusively by their own needs. Difficulty with flexibility
and regulation of feelings may lead to further failure to cope with threatening circumstances.

These strategies occur frequently in the fantasy play of children who rigidly divide the world
between friend and foe, the bad and the good. Many childhood themes revolve around combat
between good and evil. These characters are often described as one-dimensional, with bad ones
having no redeeming features and the good ones always the winners. In other instances, the anxiety
and the aggression are acted out directly in behavior, without translation into symbolic representa-
tion. See Table 3 for strategies and characteristics of the Impulsive Play Style.

The Disorganized Play Style is characterized by extreme anxiety. At these moments, the child is
communicating the dread of being completely overwhelmed. These children can appear to the
observer as withdrawn, attuned exclusively to their own inner worlds. They may avoid interacting
with other persons, using extreme avoidance as though they were threatened by danger and pain.
Their relationships with others lack the spontaneity, warmth, and joy of human companionship.
Developmentally, this play style represents an early level of play. It is play activity that is not yet
represented using consensual symbols or communicated through the reciprocal use of language. See
Table 3 for strategies and characteristics of the Disorganized Play Style.

CDPI: Past empirical studies

Past empirical studies using the CDPI have repeatedly demonstrated good to excellent reliability and
validity for the construct of play styles (Chazan, 2009, 2012; Chazan & Kuchirko, 2017). CDPI
ratings were consistent in reaching good to excellent agreement between trained raters, and the
variables are meaningful in quantifying relationships between play styles using both correlational
analysis and factor analysis.

The most recent empirical validity study with an extended sample of 160 mainstream children,
ages 1–8, confirmed earlier, positive findings (Chazan & Kuchirko, 2017). In addition, factor analysis
of the larger sample (N = 160) suggested a path toward this qualitative inquiry. Factor analysis of the
six core functional level play variables of the CDPI (play engagement, symbolic play, adaptive play
style, inhibited/conflicted play style, impulsive/aggressive play style, and disorganized play style)
resulted in the reduction of these six variables into two components.

The structure of each component was organized on a continuum with higher (more adaptive)
outcomes and lower (less adaptive) outcomes. In addition to clarifying how five of the core
functional variables related to the adaptive play style (the sixth core functional level variable),
these findings suggested an interesting function performed by the conflicted-inhibited play style.
The inhibited-conflicted play style emerged as a mediating player. At higher levels it partnered with
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the disorganized play style; at lower levels it partnered with the favorable outcome of adaptation.
These empirical findings were intriguing when thinking in terms of abstractions derived from group
data; however, we wondered, could these same dynamics also be relevant when observing individual
children going about their everyday activities? This question led us to this detailed qualitative
research of three individual children.

Current qualitative research: The conflicted-inhibited play style

For the purposes of this inquiry, we performed a reverse process whereby we returned to the original
raw data to detect individual children who met the requirements of the conflicted-inhibited play
style. Specifically, we searched for children who would demonstrate different aspects of its mediating
functions as revealed in factor analysis of the larger group data. What intervened with these two
selected individual children to determine whether inhibited/conflicted play strategies would function
more or less adaptively?

Participants

In this study, we used secondary data drawn from the previous existing cohort of 160 children to
qualitatively describe children’s play styles. Two children, a boy and a girl, were drawn to represent
two different presentations of the inhibited/conflicted play style. For comparison, a third child, a girl,
was selected to represent the adaptive play style. The children were 3 years of age and attended the
same urban, middle-to-upper economic neighborhood preschool. The children were filmed indivi-
dually at midyear and were all members of the same classroom. The three children came from intact
families and, according to parental reports, had experienced a typical developmental course. The
children were born in the United States, and English was their exclusive spoken language.

Our decision to focus on 3-year-old children reflected the unique challenges presented by the
transition in our culture from the parental home to an environment of peers in the free-play preschool
setting. Also, around age 3 a child typically experiences a spurt of new developmental changes.
Advances in language, imagination/fantasy, and the process of mentalization impact play activity.
A sampling of classic articles reporting on these important developments includes Bretherton (1984),
Fonagy and Target (1996), Howe, Petrakos, Rinaldi, and LeFebvre (2005), Howes, Unger, and
Matheson (1992), and Slade (1994). These progressive changes infuse children’s play activity with
new diversity and push them toward adaptation to their widening world. The inhibited/conflicted play
style captures the effect of these developmental advances as reflected in children’s feelings of comfort/
discomfort and security/insecurity while at play. This balance expresses both their efforts at warding off
change and their concerted efforts toward coping and growth.

Procedures

Procedures for collecting data and for measures taken to ensure confidentiality and protection of the
participants were described previously in the report of the primary data (see Chazan & Kuchirko,
2017). For this study, we selected three children out of an original cohort of 73 girls and 87 boys. The
children in this larger sample ranged in age from 1 year, 8 months to 8 years, 5 months. The mean
age was 4 years, 3 months, with a standard deviation of 1.95. Children came from families ranging
from middle- to high-income levels. The sample was drawn from an elementary school, a day camp,
two preschools, and three databanks established for the use of researchers.

The study was approved by the institutional review board of the New York Psychoanalytic Society and
Institute. Both parental consent and child assent were used. Children generally were cooperative and
remained focused on their activities rather than the filming. To date no child has objected to the filming.

Children were filmed during free play time in their classrooms by their classroom teachers during
a typical school day. Play activity filmed included both indoor and outdoor activity. Each child was
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filmed once for the duration of 10 minutes. The videos of all children were originally coded using the
CDPI manual by the PI, and a subset was double coded for reliability by either the second author or
another trained research assistant.

For this qualitative research study, 10-minute videotaped vignettes of three individual children
were selected and described (see below). These descriptions were analyzed further using cate-
gories of the CDPI manual. The theoretical framework of the CDPI guided which children were
selected for this exploratory study. Our quantitative data suggested variability in the kinds of
inhibited/conflicted play style children exhibit during play. To explore further how the inhibited/
conflicted play style manifested differently, we chose two children from the inhibited group and
examined their play qualitatively. These two children represented two qualitatively different
manifestations of the inhibited/conflicted play style. All three children entered the same urban
preschool classroom at the beginning of the school year and were filmed during the course of
a regular school day in midyear. None of the participants had attended another preschool
previously, and we did not have information regarding past daycare experiences of these
children.

Data analysis

Two children whose play activity manifested an inhibited-conflicted play style were viewed on
videotape by the authors. Each child’s play was described as an unfolding individual narrative.
Descriptions of children’s play were subsequently analyzed further using selected component vari-
ables and functional level variables from the CDPI (Chazan, 2005). Examples of the component and
functional variables for this measure are presented in Tables 1 and 3 and are summarized in more
depth in prior studies (e.g., see Chazan, Kuchirko, Beebe, & Sossin, 2016; Chazan, 2005). Summary
observations reflect the differences between the two children. Next, we examined how the play
activity of each of these two children differs from the play activity of a third child, also age 3, whose
play activity was rated as consistently manifesting qualities of the adaptive play style.

Hypotheses

There were no formal hypotheses stated for this study. We selected our sample of three children
from the larger group of 160 children whose play activity was previously rated for empirical analysis.
Our purpose in this and in future studies will be to expand and to deepen understanding of the
diverse individual meanings subsumed within as well as between the classifications of play styles. We
have found evidence to support the validity of group differences between play styles (quantitative
analysis), and in this study we will pursue clarification of differences between two selected individual
children within one play style (qualitative analysis) and contrast the play of each child with the play
activity of a third child, who was observed to engage exclusively in adaptive play. Our goal in the
present study is to use qualitative research methods to enhance, deepen, and further clarify the
validity of the CDPI.

The three children at play: Elana, Henry and Alice

Elana: Observation of child’s activity

A child’s activity in the classroom during the 10-minute videotaped play session is rated sequentially
in 10 sequential one-minute units. For each minute, the observer checks categories of child activity
observed: preplay activity, play activity, nonplay activity, and/or play interruptions. Organization
into segments is termed Level One analysis of a child’s activity
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Following this initial procedure of segmentation (Level 1), further analyses (Level 2 component
analysis and Level 3 functional analysis) are conducted only on the play activity segments. See Table
2 for a listing of CDPI scales and subscales.

Level 1: Segmentation of the Elana’s activity
In the qualitative analysis, the database is a written narrative of the 10-minute observation. A child’s
activity is segmented following the narrative of the session into the sequence of segments observed.

Segment 1: Pre play activity. Elana, a 3-year-old child, stands while leaning against a chair, her feet
crossed and a red bag on her back, engrossed in a conversation with other children. In response to her
peers, she vigorously shakes her head, as her shoulder-length blond hair sways from side to side. The
predominantly male group of children surrounding Elana are deciding on what games to play. The boys
talk among themselves as Elana silently listens, hands locked behind her back.

Two boys begin to enact a sword fight in front of Elana, but the action appears not to phase her.
Instead, Elana looks on passively observing the other children watching the pretend battle, with little
expression on her face. Shortly after the boys’ “fighting” ends, Elana quietly walks away from the
group and begins to meander around the carpeted, colorful classroom. Her steps are emphatic and
her gaze focused as she struts across the room, takes the bag off her shoulder, and sits on a black
leather backless couch.

Segment 2: Play activity. Elana lies down on the couch, stretching out her arms and letting them
hang off the side of the couch as she rolls over to face the ceiling.

Elana appears to be submerged in her own little bubble in which she is enacting a feminine
woman, chatting to herself while grasping the bag in her arms, seductively rolling back and forth on
the couch. Elana talks to herself and taps at her wrist, pretending to look at her watch before
abruptly getting up, again flinging her backpack to and fro in a sassy way, and walking away from
the couch. Continuing the flinging motion with her backpack, Elana struts across the toy-filled
classroom, isolating herself in the empty part of the room.

Elana walks around the classroom as if she were a grown woman with a busy schedule. Her
backpack remains in her hands as she continues muttering (inaudible) to herself. Elana eventually
completes the circuit, finding her way back to the leather couch, and briefly acknowledges her
teacher with a wave as she walks past her. Wrapping her hands around her legs, Elana appears to
watch the other children across the classroom, all the while muttering something privately to herself.
She observes quietly as a boy runs past her and then quickly shifts her attention to putting on her
backpack. There is a short period of time in which Elana stares across the room, without expression,
while playing with strands of her hair. She appears to be looking at the children who are hovered by
the window across the room. Elana is aware of her isolation, remaining alert to her surroundings
while keeping a watchful eye on the other children.

Elana continues to quietly stare across the room, sitting on the couch and delicately kicking her
feet up and down. She appears again to be submerged in her own thoughts. Her dreamlike state is
accompanied by the motion of her dangling feet as she sits at the edge of the couch. Elana starts to
play with a box lid lying on the floor, attempting to place her feet perfectly on the lid, as if following
a magical rule, before standing upright. Elana carefully jumps from the lid to the carpet, skipping
over about three feet of wooden floor between the lid and the edge of the carpet. It seems as if the
floor has suddenly become dangerous to step on; Elana has created a solitary game with magical
rules. Her feet acquire a ballerina-like quality as she gently and with great care tiptoes around the
edge of the carpet, leaning on a couch for support. In this silent, private activity Elana appears to be
diligently sketching boundaries between safe and unsafe territories.

Segment 3: Nonplay activity. Suddenly Elana runs across the room to the windowsill where two
children (a boy and a girl) are sitting. She quickly takes the empty space, placing her next to the boy
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and girl on her left and a fourth child, a blond boy, next to her on her right. The boy to her left
begins to push her as if trying to get Elana to leave the space she was occupying. Elana adamantly
refuses to leave, sitting stiffly with a frown on her face. This same boy to her left tries to push her out
of the place again. It was “Marty’s spot,” he says. But Elana shakes her head and speaks out,
expressing defiance and frustration. “I want to sit here,” she says to the children, who by now
have called out to the teacher for help. “Marty was sitting there first,” a girl in the corner says to the
teacher, as she points to Elana.

Elana remains quiet in her seat. The teacher explains Marty is on the other side of the classroom,
playing with several other children. The little girl then points to Elana again, and the teacher says, “If
there is space on the bench available, then Elana can sit there.” The children continue to try to
convince the teacher that the spot belongs to Marty, to which the teacher responds that if Marty
wants the spot he can come back and talk to them about it. Elana remains a distant passive observer
of the situation. Marty returns to the group and stands in front of Elana. The children convince
Marty to sit. Marty squeezes himself into the seat next to Elana. “Now we are all together!” says one
child, and the boy closest to Elana says, “Now I’m squished.” The children proceed to have
a conversation with the teacher about which one of them feels squished and which one doesn’t.
Elana maintains her position in the group as a silent observer of the situation for which she is
a catalyst.

Elana eventually gets up from the bench and leans against a table across from the bench, facing
the other children. A child says something to her, which was not captured by the camera. Elana
stares at the child for a moment before angrily saying to her, “Don’t say that to me. Don’t dare.”
With attitude, Elana walks away from the group and circles around to the opposite side of the table,
leaning over it while looking back at the children. Her conflicted feelings are reflected in her
movement away from the others yet remaining visually close by.

Segment 4: Preplay activity. Magic intervenes as Elana continues to silently observe the children
while on her tiptoes, leaning against the table in front of her, then crossing her legs in a lady-like
fashion and touching her shoes. Elana is passive here, although we know she can be openly
oppositional. These ritualized movements are expressive and help Elana feel safer in the face of
conflict. By retreating into isolation she is protected from her own feelings of aggression.

Elana then gets up from the table and walks around it to pick up a pink stuffed pig. Holding the
pig in her right arm, Elana walks away from the group and meanders across the nearly empty side of
the classroom to pick up her red backpack. Holding both objects, Elana runs back to the children
sitting by the window and says to them, “Look, I found a red backpack and a pig.” In this open
communication Elana reveals her lingering ambivalence as her desire to invite a connection with her
peers breaks through. The children look at her silently, as she mutters something to them and drops
the backpack and the stuffed animal on the floor.

Having been rebuffed, Elana meanders around the classroom again, this time on her own. She
climbs the backless leather couch again, only to climb back down. Finally, she walks over to a small
table in the corner of the room, which appears to be an art center. A female teacher is picking up
papers by the desk and notices Elana. Elana looks quietly at the teacher who initiates a conversation
with her.

Segment 5: Play activity. Elana reaches over, grabs a pencil and a marker. She gives the teacher the
marker and then draws on the paper with her pencil. The video clip ends with the teacher and Elana
drawing together.

Note: Only play activity segments are analyzed further.

Level 2: Component analysis of Elana’s play activity (segments 5 and 2)
Classification and script description. Imitation and fantasy dominate Elana’s play activity. She uses
sensory stimulation, such as touching her hair and expressive motor movements, to fully portray her
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character. She initiates, inhibits, and ends her play activity that remains static most of the time. One
source of inhibition is her intermittent attunement to the reactions of other children (“her audi-
ence”) across the room.

Affective components. Elana’s play is almost consistently somber, with brief moments of enjoyment
or neutrality. She maintains rigid control over her feelings, expressing feigned aloofness, apparent
fatigue, and boredom, which suggests a thin veil to cover underlying anxiety. At other moments, her
anger is expressed in an oppositional attitude of superiority when referencing the group. Later, she
abruptly ends her play activity and attempts to engage with the children. However, these preplay
invitations to engage end abruptly when the children refuse her social bids. Subsequently, in the final
play segment her emotional tone changes dramatically to happiness when a teacher responds to her
invitation to draw. While Elana’s relationship with her peers is both avoidant and “bossy,” it is in
companionship with a responsive adult that she is most able to engage.

Cognitive components. Elana plays at being a mature woman with almost total absorption, while
at the same time she is simultaneously alert to the activity of the group of children across the
room. Despite this distraction, she remains wholly in the encapsulated role, showing off her many
feats of charm and desirability. Her backpack is a treasured possession and the couch a place to
recline and exhibit her beauty. This is a solitary role played out in the immediate present
moment.

Narrative components. There is no unfolding narrative and no further transformations involving
depictions of other roles, changes in character, or changes in objects. To the extent that any sequence
emerges, it is enacted between solitary play activity and her back-and-forth traversing the room in
efforts to join the group. However, in the play activity the female character does not change; it totally
dominates Elana’s identity. Elana’s language while at play is limited to private speech that could not
be deciphered.

Developmental components. As described above, the narrative is static and one-dimensional, with
only intermittent sense of conflict. However, when viewing the full 10-minute session as a whole
it becomes clearer Elana is imprisoned in this stifling role. A review of the segmentation of the
session reveals that during nonplay segments, in place of the static role, Elana initiates several
unsuccessful attempts to interact with the other children. However, Elana’s strict sense of
entitlement (e.g., see fighting over position on the bench) leaves her angry and defiant, with
no alternative but to withdraw. She converses a bit about her “rights”; however, for the most part
she then becomes sullen and silent. Her speech remains limited by the intensity of her
indignation.

Of note is the sharp contrast between these observations of nonplay activity and the play activity
of Elana as “mature woman,” engaged in private speech. Although not audible, Elana engages in avid
intermittent private conversation with herself. In her isolated play state, Elana is well aware of herself
as enacting a character. However, when playing one on one with a warm, supportive adult toward
the end of the observation, she is able to transform back into her “child-self,” initiate interaction and
engage in parallel side-by-side drawing. This remarkable developmental shift appears to happen
effortlessly and with fluidity.

Level 3: Functional analysis of the play activity segment
The functional level of observation assesses Elana’s play behaviors that manifest specific coping/
defensive strategies. These strategies observed in a child’s play activity, including both spoken speech
and actions, reflect how the play activity functions overall in a given setting. Does the play activity
serve to enhance adaptation? To enhance conflict and inhibition? To express aggression and
defiance? To portray regression and/or disorganization?
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Play engagement. Elana is engaged in play most of the time (6 out of 10 minutes). There is also an
ongoing awareness of events going on around her, when she seems to have a parallel (but distant)
ongoing awareness of “other children” across the room.

Symbolic play. At first glance, Elana’s play appears to be symbolic play. She plays a single role and
mimics actions, such as talking on an imaginary phone.

Adaptive play style. Elana’s play was only intermittently related to other children. She seemed readily
adaptable to the task of sharing a drawing task with her teacher. Her efforts to reach out to the other
children result either in her expressed impatience or anger, eventuating in Elana’s leaving their
company. Attempting re-entry a few moments later, she is rejected. Elana demonstrates an ability to
use objects in the room, such as a couch and a backpack, for her private play. In that limited sense, Elana
is able to use objects in the room to stimulate her play. However, due to her rigidity and minimal
flexibility, Elana’s adaptive capacities are limited and observed only some of the time. It is unclear to
what extent Elana’s avoidance is intentional. Does she consciously say to herself, “I’ll do my best and try
and play by myself for awhile.” Or, is it an impulse, a failure of modulation of feelings that leads her to
remove herself from an insecure social situation with her peers to find comfort in solitary play?

Inhibited-conflicted play style. Elana’s play activity is encapsulated within the characterization of an
alluring mature woman. Her lounging across the couch in a sassy pose suggests an attitude of
presumed importance and high sophistication. Embodying this attractive person serves to defend
Elana against rejection by her peers. Elana is capable of resorting to this private realm, in which she
converses with herself as a means of isolating herself from feelings of anxiety and insecurity. Her
dramatization suggests a capacity for representation of a magical self, an experience of her identity
that successfully and magically disguises negative feelings of self-appraisal. In this dreamlike state,
Elana becomes distant and preoccupied yet retains awareness of the people around her. When
catching sight of her teacher she sheds her assumed identity and becomes her actual child-self,
running across the room to invite the adult to join her in drawing, a parallel task done side-by-side.

Another example of Elana’s strict control over her body movements as an expression of her experience
“in-the-moment” is observed when she carefully walks on tiptoe around the edges of furniture, defining
boundaries between objects. A magical ritual, reminiscent of the childhood game “don’t step on the
crack…,” Elana’s play activity was observed to use avoidance, isolation, doing and undoing, and other
defensive strategies characteristics of the conflicted-inhibited play style most of the time.

Impulsive-aggressive play style. Elana’s play activity as outlined above is characterized as predomi-
nantly conflicted-inhibited. However, during nonplay we observe her to be aggressive with her peers.
She yells and enacts threatening gestures while demanding a position on the bench. She is not inhibited
when voicing her “rights.” Inhibition of her activity follows only after her wishes to sit in a certain place
are strongly opposed by her peers. At first, she sits with arms and legs tightly entwined, still seated in the
place she desires. Looking increasingly glum, she finally leaves her peer group and becomes the dramatic
woman. In this moment of transformation, Elana’s play activity begins.

Disorganized play style. There was no evidence of disorganization within Elana’s play activity. Her
rigid assumption of a mature role masked and defended her against any possible underlying
disorganization.

Harry: Observation of child’s activity

Level 1: Segmentation of Harry’s activity
Segment 1: Play activity. Harry sits on the carpeted floor in a preschool classroom bustling with
children playing. Holding a small yellow toy train in his hand, he carefully moves the train down the
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wooden train track. He looks up and into the distance as if in thought, and then quickly gets up to go
across the room and dig for more toys from a toy bin. From the pile of toys, Henry finds a small
yellow “Stop” sign that he places alongside the train track. Harry returns to the toy bin again, and
this time with his friend following him. The two boys dig in the toy bin in search of more toys for
their railroad. Jazz plays in the background, and the camera reveals a group of children playing
behind them with the teacher. The group had built a large toy structure with a series of descending
slides and were setting marbles in the highest slide and watching the marbles travel down the lower
slides to the floor. Harry’s friend joins the group of boys and the teacher while Harry returns alone
to the railroad on the carpet and carefully adds two sections to the railroad track, constructing
a “fork in the road.” All the while, Harry continues to carry the floppy soft bunny in the bend of his
left arm.

After another trip to the toy bin, Harry returns with three toy trains, an engine, and two train
cars. He sets the toy cars on the track and gently pushes them along. He makes the train go all the
way to the end of the track and then back a few times. He does this with concerted effort, holding the
top of the train cars firmly in place. Henry remains absorbed in his play and seems to gain
satisfaction from it, although clearly attentive to the task his facial expression remains inscrutable.
In the meantime, Henry’s friend wanders off to join the group of children around the toy slide
structure.

Abruptly, Harry gets up and walks across the room, his floppy, soft bunny still held in his left
arm, and begins stacking plastic plates on a countertop in a toy kitchen. As he stacks one the plates
on top of another, Harry’s focus narrows, allowing him to block out any outside distractions in the
classroom. He looks up, with his eyes scanning the classroom, while continuing to turn the plates
from side to side in a repetitive motion. Harry’s gaze then focuses on something across the room
while his face retains a blank expression. He appears to retreat into his own mind while still tactilely
playing with the plates. Henry’s distancing from interaction is remarkable, and when the mask
dissipates his attention shifts back to the plates, which he then picks up and drops. The plates, which
were once nested on top of one another, are now scattered on the floor.

Harry walks away from the counter and picks up a green toy truck. He walks across the room,
holding the green truck. Walking up to the person filming the session he lifts the truck and says,
“Okay. This is mine.” Harry stands in place, looking around the room while his thumbs rub the hood
of the toy truck. He stares silently at the camera for about 30 seconds before dropping to the floor on
his back and moving the truck to and fro on the carpet, and then passing the toy over his head and
then back again. He repeats this back-and-forth motion with the toy truck, at first quickly but then
more slowly. Other children are squealing and jumping, engrossed in interactive play behind him,
but their noise does not disturb his absorption in solitary play. Harry appears to be in his own little
world. Harry lies stretched out on his left side, continuing to move the green toy truck with his right
hand back and forth on the carpet.

Segment 2: Nonplay. Harry continues to lie in repose in a dreamlike state immobilized on the floor
in silence for quite some time (approximately three minutes) before standing up.

Segment 3: Preplay. Hugging his special toy, the pink stuffed bunny, Harry walks over to the place
on the carpet where two children and a teacher are playing with the tall spiraling slide. The children
pick up marbles, place them at the top of the slide, and watch as the cars zigzag their way down the
slide to the carpet. Harry silently watches the other children play. He stands apart from the group,
about a foot away, for a minute or two, before touching the top of the toy structure and then walking
away. Harry wanders over to the piano in the classroom, picks up an inflatable toy balloon, and
attempts to blow some air into it before putting it back down and walking off.

Segment 4: Play activity. Making his way aimlessly across the room, Harry finds himself leaning
against a shelf containing wooden blocks. He stands with his back against the shelves, staring off into
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the distance, rocking slightly from side to side while rubbing his back against the shelves, the floppy
bunny still in his arms. His attention shifts back to the children on the carpet playing with the
teacher, but then his gaze quickly fixates on the tall spiraling structure. He stares, with an empty,
blank look on his face, continuing to rub against the shelves, back and forth, and then purses his lips
as if in a thoughtful, musing frown.

A moment later, in a dramatic sudden move, Harry approaches the children sitting with the
teacher and enters their circle. He drops to the ground, peers upward regarding the circular pathway,
picks up a marble, stands up, and sets the marble at the very top of the circular track. Fully
entranced, Harry watches visually following its route as the car zigzags down to the ground. The
game of getting the marbles to roll down the slide continues between Harry and two other boys, and
their teacher. She guides their interaction by directing the children’s attention to the different levels
of the slide. As the group welcomes him, Harry engages in cooperative play with the children.

Level 2: Component analysis of Harry’s play activity (segments 1 and 4)
Classification of play activity. Harry’s play consists of five different classifications of play. He
engaged in sensory activity and gross motor activity; exploration and sorting-alignment; construc-
tion and problem solving, and solitary fantasy and game play with several children. Each of these five
classifications of play is observed some of the time, and at times they are not mutually exclusive.

Sensory activity is observed during his quiet times of private reverie when he uses his whole body
to rub against the shelves and on the floor when he engages in back-and-forth movements with his
whole body following the path of a toy car. Fantasy play usually is solitary reverie; however, he also
participates with his friend in construction of a toy train track and with a group marble game.

Script description. Harry initiates play some of the time, facilitates play at times, and inhibits play by
becoming distracted either by his own thoughts or by some other ongoing activity in the room.
Although choosing to change a specific play activity and at times opting for avoidance of others,
Harry nonetheless maintains an attunement to what the other children are doing. Several times he
ends his solitary play abruptly to join in the activities of others. These observations suggest that while
Harry is attuned to his inward thoughts, he is also simultaneously aware of what is going on around
him. This ongoing two-track awareness in Harry’s case leads to broad functioning inclusive of many
levels and types of play activity. In every instance his withdrawal from the group is temporary, and
he demonstrates a capacity to rejoin the others and shift to a different level of developmental
functioning seamlessly. The only evidence of difficulty seems to be in his gross motor movements,
which at times during moments of excitement seem to be a bit clumsy.

Affective components. Harry is usually neutral or alternatively somber in demeanor; his one out-
burst of happiness and excitement is when he is playing the marble game with the other children.
Then he literally skips about in excitement and joy, his large physical motions generally having an
awkward quality. Regulation and modulation of Henry’s feelings are generally rigid; there are brief
glimpses at times of some hints of flexibility. Although slow to demonstrate his feelings, he often is
openly definitive when he takes action. A pattern emerges wherein Henry demonstrates a strong
intent upon taking an action, following a period of preparative deliberation, withdrawal, and relative
isolation. Other important aspects of Harry’s self-regulation include his always present floppy bunny
dangling loosely from his arm and his self-stimulating movements, including, for example, rubbing
his back alongside the shelves and mouthing movements with his tongue when engaged in con-
centrating. During some of these moments, Harry seems to be observing the others and reflecting on
what he saw. At other times, as described above, he seems to be withdrawn more into himself.

Harry expresses the following feelings with some frequency while playing: anxiety, wariness
(caution), aloofness, passivity, and sadness. He also expresses comfort-seeking (self-stimulation),
affection (for his friend), strong interest and curiosity, surprise, eagerness, and joy. These positive
qualities outweighed his anxiety and fear, making him a good buddy and team player. For the
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duration of this observation, negativity and displeasure are not present. No overt anger or aggression
is observed. The most overt negative feelings are displayed toward plastic plates he is stacking that he
throws down.

Harry’s feelings toward adults are generally neutral. His teacher does not interact directly with
him. She functions as a background person, generally available to all of the children. His feelings for
other children are positive some of the time, at times negative, and at times neutral. Harry is not
openly competitive; however, he expresses happiness when he is successful and is generally aware of
the other children’s performance and measures his performance against theirs.

Cognitive components. Harry represents parts of a role while playing that are not integrated into
a single role. Holding his floppy bunny is an expression of his need to hold on to another object for
security. His feeling of incompleteness without holding onto another person or object is reflected in
his inability to portray a separate, complete role while at play.

Transformations in size are present in Harry’s capacity to play within the microsphere of small
objects (e.g., toy trains, toy kitchen). Transformations in form or function of persons or objects are
not observed. Harry uses objects solely as a source for sensory activity (e.g., rubbing against shelves).
He also uses objects for their realistic function but does not substitute one object for another.

Narrative components. Harry’s play activity, though not explicitly narrative, still contains
several narrative themes. He is concerned with issues of protection and danger most of the
time. These safety concerns are mirrored also in his concerns about success and failure.
Despite these concerns, Harry clearly is invested in mastery (connecting toy engines on
a track; being able to play the marble game). Success triggers joy as it becomes clear to all
players how pleased Harry is with his performance. This success is impressive given all Harry’s
anticipatory fear of failure. Viewing the segmentation of the full 10-minutes suggests some of
the in-and-out quality of Harry’s play might be attributable to this dread of making a mess and
not succeeding. On the other hand, this in-and-out pattern of interaction seems to work for
him, eventuates in success and a renewed energy to seek the companionship of his peers. These
last comments are an interpretation since Harry does not express these narrative feelings in
words. Harry’s spoken language during this brief observation is limited to a few single words
and a simple sentence. His private speech is inaudible.

Developmental components. The estimated developmental level of Harry’s play activity fluctuates
from the immature to age-appropriate play. His periods of withdrawal and avoidance alternate with
periods of age-appropriate interaction. They are of note because of their progressive trend; for
instance, in the above example, an episode of regression is followed by a rapid progression and re-
entry into play activity with his peers. It seems at most times these are voluntary actions, with Harry
aware he is playing. Thus, although pulling away, he nonetheless remains attune to the activity of
others. He does not communicate to others regarding these private states but is communicative to
express his success through movement and facial smiles.

Social level of the play. Harry plays alone and is aware he is playing most of the time; at other
times he is playing alone and deep within himself, seemingly unaware of his isolation and his
actions. Harry plays in parallel relationship with another child some of the time. He is also
observed to engage cooperatively in a game with competitive themes.

Level 3: Functional analysis of the play activity
Play engagement. Harry is unusual in manifesting several levels of engagement in play. He initiates
play and facilitates play, but his engagement is manifested on different levels due to his use of
avoidance. He is successful in remaining connected to activities in the classroom most of the time.
However, because of his withdrawal to individual and at times private play, his engagement is not
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always overt. Harry’s play state is unique in being rigidly organized; however, it seems to function for
him without chaos and only momentary brief glimpses of suggested regression. When he leaves
private play and re-enters the peer group, Harry manifests both concentration and enjoyment in the
shared task.

Symbolic play. Harry manifests symbolic play in the use of miniature toys to represent larger ones.
He is able to interact around play activities with a friend, which involve shared meaning of a simple
narrative. He clearly identifies with the children in his group and uses humor expressed through
gestures to accompany interactions with peers. The regressive pull of Harry’s private play seems
based on the kinesthetic and sensory experience of a younger child.

Style of play activity
Adaptive play style. Harry manifests characteristics of the adaptive play style some of the time. He is
able to use materials in the room to play; he anticipates what might happen next in the play. This
anticipation at times seems to trigger flight from group participation into the passive role of
observer. Rather than detracting from his return to the group, the retreat seems to foster not only
regression but also progression as he returns to the group and is more able to participate fully in
activities. At these times Harry is able to demonstrate more fully his adaptive capacities: he joins the
group and is able to solve problems in the play with marbles and a circular slide. Finally when he is
pleased with his performance, he is able to share his joy fully with a friend.
Conflicted/inhibited play style. During this observation, Harry’s conflicted/inhibited tendencies
while playing are present most of the time. He is silent except for one sentence and a few
single words. As noted above, he fluctuates between states of active involvement in play and
active withdrawal from the group into predominantly regressive, private play. The two play
states alternated twice during this 10-minute observation. The fluctuation between play states
is clearly consciously initiated and terminated voluntarily by Harry. His constant hugging of
a seemingly beloved furry rabbit suggests it serves the purpose of allaying Harry's feelings of
insecurity. In a later sequence not part of this play sample, Harry lets the rabbit fall from his
arms without a backward glance as he continues to participate in the group marble game,
exhibiting a spirit of competitiveness and continuing joy. This second observation supports the
notion that Harry is conflicted between a desire for mastery and anxiety about his perfor-
mance. It would seem that, in the end, mastery triumphs. We have seen that if freed from
apprehension, concentrated effort and a burst of enthusiasm carry Harry beyond conflict. This
videotaped observation captures glimpses of adaptive regression in the service of the ego
(Freud, 1963, 1965). While at play Harry is able to use self-soothing play strategies along
with accompanying fantasy associations to support his emerging adaptive participation in the
shared play of the group.

The Impulsive/Aggressive play style and the Disorganized play style are not observed.

Alice: Observation of child’s activity

Level 1: Segmentation of Alice’s activity
Segment 1: Preplay activity. We initiallymeet Alice, 3 years old, sitting alone by the cubbies. She stands
and announces, “I’m going to be Cinderella!” She walks around the small play space and makes motions
of cleaning up. She puts on a pair of high-heeled shoes and wobbles nimbly about, her face expressionless,
but she appears determined and clearly wants to be acknowledged. She gestures as though getting into
a carriage. Another girl joins her, and they find a third girl sitting in corner of an adjacent area who also
joins them.

Segment 2: Play activity. Cinderella takes out a blanket, straightening it on the floor. She has
previously informed the others of her identity as Cinderella. The other two “sisters” go “next door”
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to the adjacent cubby space. Cinderella busies herself tidying up and “trying on” other clothes, not
relinquishing her high heels. She continues to mime, trying on different types of clothing, with
appropriate gestures and comments. Cinderella protects her area (defined by the spread-out blanket)
and brings other shoes next door for the girls to try. She notices and remarks about a pair of shoes
(real) selected by the smaller of the two girls.

The two sisters (or second mother and baby, see comments below) mark off their territory with
a spread-out blanket. Cinderella goes to her personal designated area, picks out a pair of real shoes
for the third child, and delivers them to her. She briefly takes off her high heels and then puts them
on again. She goes back to her play area and takes a feather boa that she puts on and displays to her
friends. Then, she goes back and retrieves a second feather boa and gives each friend one of her own.
Of note during this play is the tacit rejection by one child of Alice in the role of Cinderella. This child
identifies herself and Alice as two mothers of the smaller, third child. Thus, the play unfolds with
some dual role assignment, with Alice at times agreeing to be the grown-up woman who joins
the second mommy in giving things (e.g., shoes) to the baby. Alice, however, seems to be holding
onto both roles, not relinquishing her high heels or Cinderella gestures.

At this point, Alice (still in the role as Cinderella and wearing the high heels) wanders off, leaving
her friends, and walks around exploring the activities of other children in the room. She is
particularly intrigued by a couple of children building a tower; she watches them with interest but
does not attempt to join them. Holding the imaginary skirts of a gown, she continues her wander-
ings, at one time speaking with an observing teacher. Cinderella begins to collect play necklaces. She
returns with her bounty and the other girls welcome her, joining in the selection of necklaces.
Holding on to her imaginary skirts, Cinderella wanders away in her high heels to the play kitchen
area. She goes to the sink overlooking the large room and surveys what is going on. The two sisters
follow her and watch her pick up a toy pony. Cinderella becomes absorbed in combing the mane of
the pony and then caresses the pony’s back. She goes to join a group listening to a story being read
by one of the teachers, all the time wearing her high heels and stroking the pony’s mane. After
several quiet moments, she takes the pony, carries the toy across the room to the sister’s (second
mommy and baby’s) play area, and puts it on their blanket.

Play activity occurred in each of the 10 minutes. In addition, preplay was also observed during the
first two minutes. No nonplay or interruptions were observed.

Level 2: Component analysis of Alice’s play activity (segment 2)
Classification and script description. Alice’s play activity can be classified as sensory (stroking
pony), fine motor (folding clothing), exploratory (goes around large room), sorting-alignment
(clothing, necklaces), imitation (gestures of a grown-up lady), and fantasy (Cinderella).

Alice spontaneously initiates the play activity; she also facilitates the ongoing action by making
suggestions and giving her approval to the other girls. She does not inhibit the flow of the play
activity, and no ending of the play activity is observed during the 10-minute vignette. It is important
to note that Alice stays within the character of Cinderella, giving the play activity ongoing continuity.
The play occurs primarily within the macrosphere; at times small replica objects (microsphere) are
used as accessory objects (e.g., small cup and saucer, toy pony).

Affective components. Overall, Alice’s demeanor indicates pleasure, as she enjoys being watched by
others, but she also is seriously invested in her dramatic play. Her affect is appropriate. Regulation
and modulation of her feelings are medium. This capacity is reflected in her not responding to the
provocations of a child who wanted to interrupt the play. Alice is observed to express the following
feelings: bossiness, seeking admiration and affection, interest and curiosity, eagerness, and pleasure.
Alice’s relationships with adults are neutral; her relationships with other children are at times
positive and at times negative (bossiness). She seemed to progress from exhibitionistic wishes to
altruistic gestures (“see what I have” to “ I’ll give it to you”).
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Cognitive components. Alice manifests her capacity to play with three interacting characters (herself
and the two girls). She clearly maintains her role as director of the play, giving tacit recognition to
her dual role assignment. She is able to represent objects (blanket, clothing, toys) that remain stable,
and she can represent other people as stable (teacher, other children). Also, in her play activity Alice
demonstrates a capacity to transform other persons and have them adopt fantasy roles. In fact, her
capacity to maintain dual roles enables her to provide a continuous fantasy theme for the play
(Cinderella coexists with her role as co-mother). These transformations are under her voluntary
control (tacit agreement with peers). Objects may transform in the play, but she does not verbalize
this, so we can only conjecture that key objects (such as, the shoes, the pony, the necklaces) may have
undergone some elaborated voluntary imaginary transformations she does not reveal. Play objects
are generally used in a realistic way. In one instance, she substitutes a plastic fork as a comb for the
baby’s hair. She is observed to mime gestures of Cinderella and the motions of wearing a long gown.
Alice also imagines the arrival of a royal carriage, as indicated through gestures. Thus, although
objects and persons at times are represented in their realistic roles, fantasy and magical use of objects
and persons are a dominant theme.

Narrative components. Alice’s play activity contains the following themes and topics: protection,
humor (exaggerated dress-up), interest in destruction and construction, searching and hiding,
and finding and revealing. Alice uses the following language for expression during her play:
silence (absence of speech), imitation of sounds, verbalization of a role, and description of the
play (telling what was going on).

Developmental components. Alice’s play activity is somewhat advanced for her chronological age.
She demonstrates a capacity to play alone. Alice is also clearly self-aware when she is playing while
remaining aware of the presence of others, as reflected in her capacities for reciprocal and coopera-
tive play.

Level 3: Functional analysis of Alice’s play activity
Play engagement and symbolic play. Alice is consistently engaged in her play activity. Even when
wandering the room, she is still “playing at” being Cinderella.

Alice was consistently observed to use symbols in her play. Even the pony, used for sensory
soothing and stimulation, was also something of value to be used and then shared. Alice seemed to
be playing out her understanding of the private and the shared. She demonstrated the complex use of
dual fantasy roles; one that was personal (though far from hidden) and one that was socially
designated (being the co-mother). The simultaneity of these symbolic play processes points to the
unfolding complexity of Alice’s understanding of herself as an individual and as part of a triadic
group.

Style of play activity
Adaptive play style. Alice’s predominant play style is the adaptive play style; there are no other play
styles observed. She is able to make excellent use of the materials in the room. She seems to
anticipate what might happen next and intentionally avoids sources of possible disruption. Alice
often displays humor in her exaggerated gestures and is clearly using play activity to resolve
challenges to her understanding of relationships with others. At times, she is observed to be
somewhat conflicted, uncertain about what choices she wishes to make. This ambivalence is
portrayed as a trademark of her assumed character. Play activity, then, becomes a means to begin
to work through while at play issues appearing to be at times contradictory.
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Discussion

We have written narratives of the videotaped play activity of three 3-year-old children. The
narratives were then analyzed using categories of the CDPI. Two of the children presented were
chosen because their play activity was representative of the inhibited/conflicted play style. The third
child was selected because her play activity was representative of the adaptive play style. In theory, all
children within the mainstream can be observed to play with some measure of adaptation. However,
given the 5-point Likert scale, the measure of adaptive play observed may range from 2 to 5 points.
The inhibited/conflicted, impulsive/aggressive, and disorganized play styles observed within a regular
preschool classroom can then be understood to be variants of the adaptive play style.

This qualitative study follows up on the finding of the empirical factor analysis that identified
another variant within the inhibited/conflicted play style. If the intensity of inhibition and conflict
observed in the play was lower, the inhibited/conflicted play style paired with adaptation. However,
when the degree of conflict and inhibition was observed to be higher, the inhibited/conflicted play
style was paired with disorganization. We searched our database for two children whose play activity
might be representative of this divergent finding. Taking a closer look at individual children held the
potential of adding nuanced understanding to the complexities of play activity underlying the group
findings of the factor analysis.

Children entering preschool confront new challenges. Among the many adaptations required is their
capacity to play in new surroundings and with new people. The teachers and other adults children
encounter are important to them. However, as they transition away frommore individualized care to the
group, it is the to-and-fro interactions with their peers that assume new precedence. Preschool provides
opportunities for children to share in the subjectivities of their peers. A window into this adaptation
process is to observe the balance created by children between private and shared play. In the instance of
children who have not attained the capacity to find a balance between alone and shared states, we have
observed adaptive play is diminished and alternative play styles are observed.

It is important to note the purpose of this article is to illustrate the CDPI and how it works to
organize meaningful observations of children’s play activity. Specifically, is the CDPI model useful to
study qualitative and quantitative data? In this article, we do not attempt to interpret the meaning of
a child’s play activity in terms of his life events. That would be beyond our immediate purpose,
which is to investigate the structure and functioning of the CDPI. If the CDPI proves to be
productive for both quantitative and qualitative data, it can then be confidently used by both
clinicians and researchers as tools to assess the children they observe.

Shared and private play: The conflicted/inhibited play style

Revisiting Elana
Our brief 10-minute observations of Elana documented a sharp contrast between her state of shared
play and her state of private play. With her peers, Elana leaves while the group is organizing to play.
She wanders away from the group to begin an episode of private play, imbued with private mean-
ings. She was unable to be comfortable as a group member and share in their play activity with its
shared meanings. Retreat to personal and private play contributes further to Elana’s being unable to
transition her play into the social sphere.

Elana poses a perplexing challenge. When she encounters her peers, she goes into nonplay. She
freezes and can’t position herself comfortably in the presence of others. Her rigid stance defines
sharp boundaries between the world of play with others and her private world. These boundaries
impede play with her peers, as the children withdraw from her because of her irritability and
“bossiness.” What contributes to Elana’s rigidity? She seems to want to play with her peers but is
unable to interact productively with them. In attempting to understand the elements of Elana’s
dilemma, it is helpful to refer back to our observations of Elana’s private play. As she portrays
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a mature, seductive woman she conveys a capacity to pleasure herself in the assumed identity of
a sassy, “grown up” person.

However, at second glance, what appears to be sophisticated symbolic play doesn’t have the
expected qualities of abstraction. Instead, this role has a narrow, one-dimensional, eidetic quality. In
play Elana stays rigidly within the confines of the role; she becomes the role and that defines her
play. She does not just take on one aspect of the role, but the entire persona itself. In that play, she
isn’t her separate self; her self is surrendered to the other, which is this character. As exact
replication, there is no variety in her play that is authentically her. Later we catch a glimpse of
Elana seeking out a teacher to draw alongside her. In this parallel play initiated by Elana, she
participates with some enthusiasm. It seems significant Elana locates an adult companion who could
free her from isolation. With an adult she can become herself, but the play remains on her terms.

Revisiting Harry
As described in the analysis of his play activity, Harry went in and out of different states of play from
private reverie to shared delight. Two aspects of his play stood out as most remarkable: 1) his strong
interest in joining in with the other children, where this strong interest had to be sufficiently intense
to restore him to shared age-appropriate play with his peers, and 2) Harry’s nonlinear pathway in
play, which proved to be successful in producing a fully shared integrated play state. This achieve-
ment was perhaps made more resilient by his prior states of regression to immature sensory private
levels of play. In contrast with Elana, Harry’s private play could seem atypical, yet we observed it
results in attainment of shared meaning. While Elana’s private play is more developed cognitively, it
is highly stylized in an idiosyncratic manner that does not yield meaningful shared interactions with
her peers.

Another port of entry into a consideration of Elana’s and Harry’s individual play styles is to
follow the path of affective expression. Both children transition abruptly from expressions of anxiety,
wariness, and apparent aloofness to expressions of anticipation and enjoyment. Although the
pendulum does not shift immediately, in each instance by the end of 10 minutes we observed at
least one such shift. This capacity to shift to more adaptive states includes expressions of interest,
curiosity, and joy. Both children seem to desire inclusion and sharing with at least one playmate.
Elsa’s efforts result in parallel play with an adult, while Harry’s efforts result in game play with a peer
and sharing of achievements.

Revisiting Alice
A brief re-visiting of Alice’s play reveals the evolution of shared symbolic fantasy play. The narrative
unfolds through words, gestures, and movement. It is in the recognition of Alice as Cinderella by
other children that the magical fantasy literally takes flight. Although interestingly, one child
partially abstains and persists in relating to Alice as her second child, and her self as the mother.
Including a third child, as the mother’s first child, the narrative becomes a triadic fantasy. Thus, the
Cinderella narrative is expanded to include both oedipal and preoedipal themes (Cinderella as child
and Cinderella as magical princess). Alice accepts this new expanded role definition (sister/daughter)
without questioning. Costuming and dressing each other in the apparel appropriate to their
characters is another essential shared aspect to the play.

In addition, the play previously features expansion in the narrative of Alice’s journey around the
room briefly pausing to engage with other children or to observe their play with interest. The fantasy
play as Cinderella clearly has flexible boundaries,with Alice engaging others in the telling of her
story. Cinderella is welcomed by each of these groups and then returns home, still in a trance state,
to her secure base. The story of Cinderella sustains her positive affective state and functions to enable
the creation of shared meaning with her peers. It is the balance between shared and private meaning
that provides a background for Alice’s flexible and resilient play activity. In contrast, Elana and
Harry’s play activity is at best uneven in achieving a balance between these adaptive aspects of shared
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and private understandings, and therefore remains to some degree precarious (Lyons-Ruth, 2006;
Winnicott, 1971).

Limitations

Due to the restricted focus of this study, there are several limitations worth mentioning. First, we did
not have access to information about the children’s daycare experiences. The duration and types of
daycare experiences prior to or concurrent with preschool experience may have influenced the types
of play the children exhibited. Future studies should consider the role childcare plays on children’s
play styles. Second, we did not have information concerning the children’s temperament or attach-
ment styles. Play styles also need to be studied in terms of family history and the parent’s valuing of
play in the home. In these future studies, using the concept of play styles as an independent variable
will offer information about the child, balancing an emphasis on intellectual potential and/or
academic performance.

CDPI: Several suggested practical applications

This qualitative inquiry also suggests how the CDPI might be applied for both clinical and research
purposes going forward. The CDPI affords a multidimensional yet brief tool for sampling a child’s
play activity. Its conceptual basis in psychoanalytic theory and practice links it to an extensive,
insightful, and erudite literature on child development. Assessment of separate components of play
activity connects the CDPI with the general academic field of child development. We encourage
others to consider how they might use this comprehensive observational tool to gain valuable
insights into the meaning and magic of play activity.

For example, in training students viewing videos of play sessions and learning to identify
categories of play defined in the CDPI play manual can be helpful. Another example is using the
CDPI for conducting school observations. The CDPI provides a template for organizing data
collected. In conversations with educators, the categories can be invaluable in providing
a common vocabulary to share observations and feelings about children’s play activity in general
and in sharing experiences with specific children and their play activity. The concept of play styles
provides an innovative tool for understanding the complexity as well as potentially morphing
qualities of children’s play.

In some clinical sessions, a limited analysis of play activity using the CDPI might at some
moments be appropriate. It is important, however, to remember these observations refer only to
play activity occurring solely within the realm of play and do not necessarily refer to everyday events.
In instances where accountability intrudes, considering the context within which the play activity
occurs helps to add a crucial dimension to understanding the play itself. Because these questions
about play activity and its connection to the everyday world of the child can be extremely sensitive, it
is important to consider each instance with care and follow-up over time.

The CDPI has proven to be a useful tool for estimating change over time. The reader is referred to the
Chazan, Kuchirko, Beebe, and Sossin (2016) article following one child’s play activity recorded in annual
videotaped sessions over a period of eight years and analyzed using the CDPI with comments by the
principal researcher and the child’s therapist. Hopefully these few suggestions are helpful in orienting the
reader to a variety of ways in which the CDPI might be applied to professional work with children.

Summary

The aim of this study is to reflect upon the relationship between quantitative and qualitative research
and the validity of the concept of play styles. We focus on children observed to play predominantly
within the inhibited/conflicted play style. Factor analysis reveals this group of children demonstrates
a bifurcated pattern. As a group (N = 160), moderate ratings on the inhibited/conflicted play style
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pair with adaptation whereas higher ratings pair with disorganization. The quantitative findings
attested to the empirical validity of the inhibited/conflicted play style. This qualitative analysis yields
the additional benefits of a detailed and close understanding of individual children.

Our assumption is that at age 3 the most significant challenge for most children is adapting to a group
setting and interactions outside the home. A child takes a big step leaving the security of the home and
needing to discover and create an enhanced, expanded, and flexible feeling of security in the classroom. To
the extent a child feels comfortable, the childwill begin to play.While playing in preschool, a child creates his
or her own sense of balance between private play activity and shared play activity. From this balance zone of
comfort/security emerges the realm of shared imaginary play. For example, becoming Cinderella is
amagical connection forAlice as she circles about the classroom. Transformed into awell-known character,
she is welcomed as a familiar friend. Alice is an adaptive player. Upon return home, Cinderella is greeted by
her sister who informs her that she is really hermother. That is not a problem for Cinderella. This child now
becomes both hermother and sister. And a third child sitting nearby, who helpedwithCinderella’s dressing,
becomes another sister. What is striking in Alice’s play activity is her openness to accept change. There is
a brief conflictedmoment that is observable; however, it is only a flash.Alice then transforms the narrative in
a way that works for all of the players. She has expanded her narrative in a courageous way.

Elana seemingly cannot free herself sufficiently to find a comfortable place within the group. She
withdraws to the margins but remains connected to the actions of the group from a distance. As
noted, her private speech and play activity retain a strict ritualized quality. Her rigidity is a defense
against the anxiety and fear aroused by the group. She does not disorganize, however, as she carries
her play character with her; although it confines her, it allows her a measure of adaptation.

Harry loves to play. However, he needs to reach deep within his early private memories to feel safe
enough to free up his adaptive resources. His challenges are great, yet he wants to join a group of children
and play competitively with energy. As we follow him, his struggle is palpable, as though we are observing
him burst free from a private cocoon into a more shared realm with shared understandings.

Having completed this process, we conclude that both avenues, quantitative and qualitative, contribute
to our understanding of psychoanalytic play styles. The quantitative analysis contributes the road map for
our observations. The category definitions guide our thinking and focus us on the dynamic qualities of
coping and defensive strategies observed within the special realm of play activity. However, it is the detailed
observations of individual children at play that add an additional complex and human dimension to the
variables observed in action as well as conceptualized in theory.We hope this article will interest educators,
clinicians, and researchers in using both theCPTI and theCDPI to gain new insights into the play activity of
children.
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